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President’s Message
On the 19th of September we held our AGM, thank you
to all the delegates that attended, your input and
feedback was invaluable. At the AGM we saw the
retirement from the committee of Bev Pascoe,
Fred Everett, Gary O’Connor and Sue Rocco.
Bev has been our editor of Newsbrief and management
committee member for the past five years. Along with
Fred who has also been a long standing management
committee member and has undertaken numerous roles
during his time of service and Sue who has also been
our minute secretary and management committee
member for the past 4 years. Most of the time your
contributions and efforts have largely gone unnoticed,
all your skills and knowledge will be greatly missed.
To you all I thank you for all that you have contributed
it is greatly appreciated not just by me but the broader
photographic community.
I would also like to welcome to the committee our new
second Vice-President Richard Hallford and to the
management committee Betty Bibby and Peter Calder.
I trust that you will find your time on the committee
rewarding and fruitful. We still have a general committee
position vacant so I would like to hear from anyone who
would like to give back to the photographic community.
A thank you also goes to Peter Kewley, whose time has
come to an end as immediate past president.
His commitment and support and guidance to others and
to me has been invaluable. Whilst he is stepping down
from the management committee he will remain on the
sub-committee for the convention and interclub.
On behalf of VAPS community I thank you for all the
tireless and at times thankless work that you have done.
In mid-October we conducted the second photographic
judges training day, which was attended by 60 people.
The day went well and was enjoyed by all. From the
feedback it seems that most who attended go a lot out
of the day. Thanks goes to Alfred and all those who were
involved in the running and preparation of day, the day
was a reflection of the excellent skills to all who were
involved. As result of the success of the past two courses
(in which almost 120 people have attended) it is planned
that we will be conducting further training days at a
more advanced level along with repeating the basic
course.
The other major project I have been involved with
is the formation and implementation of the Australian
Photographic Judges Association, Victorian branch,
which will see its first official meeting in the coming
weeks (see article on page 5). The aim of this
Association is to improve the standard of Judging
throughout Victoria and Australia in general.

Ron Speed: Self Portrait 2014

Whilst there have been a number of people involved
with this project I must acknowledge the work and
effort done by Paul Robinson who is one of the
co-initiators. Without his efforts this would not have
happened.
The 2015 VAPS is convention will be held at
La Trobe University in Bendigo on the weekend of May
23rd and 24th (See details on page 2). The state of the
art facilities art on the campus is sure to provide an
excellent setting for the delegates.
The late change to Bendigo from Phillip Island was to
the uncertain future of the conference venue in Phillip
Island. We are working hard to ensure that this
convention will be full of lots of hands on photo
opportunities with presenters that are sure to inspire.
I was in a conversation with another photographer
the other day about photographing people;
we discovered that we both shared a similar
philosophy on this subject. Which is easily summed
in quote from Eve Arnold (1912-2012) who was
one of the best photojournalists of the second half of
last century,
“When a photographer cares about the people
before the lens and is compassionate, much is
given. It is the photographer, not the camera,
that is the instrument."
All take and enjoy your photography.
Ron Speed.
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Editor’s Message
Welcome to the new VAPS Newsbrief.
The changes in Newsbrief coincide with the launch of
the new VAPS web site, and with the election of the
committee for 2014-15. The resignation of Bev Pascoe
from her long-time position as editor has led to the
appointment of a new editor who will be supported by
a small team.
As the new editor I thank Bev for her tireless work
over the years. Her shoes will be hard to fill. Helping
me will be Vera Curnow (Echuca-Moama) and Sheryle
Griffiths (Knox). Vera has worked tirelessly to develop
the layout of the new Newsbrief, and I think you will
agree that she has done a great job.
The new Newsbrief team is looking forward to
providing clubs and members with information and
discussion that will help with the overall goal I am sure
we all share; that of supporting the art and craft of
photography in the State of Victoria, and of
maintaining high levels of skill, expression and
commitment. Photographic enthusiasts and
professionals share the joy of seeing and interpreting
the world around them. I hope the new Newsbrief will
play a part in maintaining that joy.
A new aspect of Newsbrief is that it will make best use
of the new VAPS web site.

That will not be a matter of universal rejoicing, but we
feel that we need to make the best use of the
opportunities provided by the new site.
As we go ahead we will welcome your comments and
suggestions. We really do want your input.
Send us news about your club. Send us suggestions
about good photo-locations. Send us notifications of
events, competitions. Tell us about interesting things
you or your club has done.
Ask for help.
As your new Newsbrief team
we look forward to
promoting the development
of photography in this State,
and to working with all clubs
and members to achieve that
goal.
Please contact us with ideas,
comments, contributions and
criticisms at this address:
editor@vaps.org.au
Karel Reus, Vera Curnow
and Sheryle Griffiths:
Newsbrief Team

Karel Reus

2015 Convention in Bendigo
The aim of this year’s convention is to provide lots of hands on workshops with speakers that are sure to
inspire. Further information about the program will appear in the December Issue of Newsbrief.
The 2015 convention will be held in
Bendigo on Saturday 23rd May and
Sunday 24th May at Latrobe University
Bendigo campus, in the new health
building. The modern state of the art
facilities will provide a great venue for all
delegates.
Bendigo is a vibrant contemporary
regional centre, boasting beautiful streets
created from one of the world’s greatest
gold rushes. Every visit will reveal new
surprises and experiences.
With the gusto of a gold-seeking miner,
the people who live here are creating fascinating products, services and stories that
add to the richness of the region’s boom time past. It is an ever-changing feast to be explored.

Latrobe School of Health

Nearby Heathcote has not missed the beat with artisans of food, wine and art flocking to be part of the action.
We look forward to seeing you here in 2015.
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From the Clubs
Through The Lens Photography Exhibition - Camberwell Camera Club
In 2013 The Camberwell Camera Club celebrated its 60th year.
To mark the occasion, the Club worked together with the Camberwell Traders Association (CTA) to bring an
exhibition of members’ images to the lower Camberwell Junction precinct.
This proved to be successful and was again held in July 2014.
The exhibition ran for two weeks and consisted of 130 images displayed in as many shop windows as possible on
both sides of Riversdale and Camberwell Road. This exhibition provides an opportunity to publically showcase
members’ work, promote the club and give something to the community of Camberwell.

It is a successful collaborative
approach involving the
Traders Association, the shop
traders and the camera club.
In 2013 we engaged the
public by running a photo
competition and displayed
their photos in the shop
windows.
In 2014 we created a
Discovery walking trail and
asked the public to follow the
trail around the exhibition in
search of the answers to 10
quiz questions.
This worked well.
To promote the exhibition we
sought press coverage in the
local independent papers and
in The Age. Posters were also
placed in the shop windows,
community centres and local
school newsletters.
The exhibition is now
becoming an annual event for
the Camberwell Camera Club
and we will run it again in
June 2015.
This time we will aim to
exhibit the images for a
month.
Donna Killeen
Camberwell Camera Club
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Local Government Grants Can Help Your Club

Mornington Peninsula Camera Club Enthusiasts

While camera clubs usually operate by self-funding
and some sponsorships, clubs might consider going
further afield.
The Mornington Peninsula Camera Club (MPCC) ran a
new club activity in 2014 with an Arts & Culture Grant
from Mornington Peninsula Shire.
The club has historically provided photographic support
for the local community, such as recording RSL
artefacts, portraiture at a retirement home,
Relay for Life, or tourism photos for the Shire.
These activities formed the basis for the grant
application to the Shire - we would engage a local,
well-known professional photographer to run workshops
for 'Upskilling of Photographic Capabilities for
Community Benefit'. In other words, the workshops
were aimed to improve our photography and, as a
consequence, our benefit to the community.
Of course, MPCC participants will benefit in their
general photography as well.
4

Peter McConchie, a photographer with broad experience
and several photographic publications
(http://www.petermcconchie.com.au/)
was engaged to run four workshops:
1.
2.
3.
4.

portraiture
landscape & environment
reportage
photographic exhibition.

Besides improving skills, the interactions with Peter
have led to participants 'thinking outside the box'
of our normal club practices.
The exhibition will be an important outcome where
we present photos from the first three workshops
to the public, which the Shire considers a good
community outreach' activity.

Steve Brown, Mornington Peninsula Camera Club
(MPCC)

Judging Matters
Australian Photographic Judges Association
As a result of extensive discussion about the shape of
photographic judging in Victoria (and in other States)
over the past few months a plan has been raised
about how to conduct and improve photographic
judging standards.
An initiative was undertaken to form an Advisory Board
(There are four VAPS Presidents - past and present
represented here) with participants being Tuck Leong,
Ian Rolfe, Ron Speed, Jim Weatherill, Alfred Zommers,
Paul Robinson and Peter Kewley.
The Advisory Board decided to form a national
judging association, the Australian Photographic Judges
Association (APJA), to cater for the needs/support/
training of photographic judges.
It is not intended to replace the current VAPS judges
list but it does provide for a recognition program,
training process, judging feedback and ongoing
personal development.
A presentation was made at the AGM about what the
APJA involves and its progress to date. Further
development was prompted by a unanimous show of
hands displaying interest in going forward with the
APJA at the VAPS AGM on 19 October.
The objectives of the APJA are the promotion
(either in conjunction with the Australian Photographic
Society Inc. or other similar body of photographic
practitioners) of the respect and the interests of
photographic judging by aiding all or any of
the following:



Periodical meetings, suggested as monthly, of
the Members of each State Branch or Regional
Sub-branch.



The publication of a periodical journal/
newsletter devoted to the interests of
photographic judges which shall be the journal/
newsletter of the Association.



To form a bond of union among the members of
the photography judging fraternity and a
medium through which their opinions can be
easily ascertained or expressed.



To provide a support network for those
involved in the judging, critique and curating of
photographic based images.



To advance the general and social interests of
the judging association.



To ethically promote fair and honourable
practice and to suppress malpractice.



To settle disputed points of judging practice
and to decide all questions of judging usage
and courtesy.



To encourage quality understanding of judging
practices.



To consider, originate and promote improvements in guidelines relating to the practice of
judging images.



To promote photography as a means of aesthetic expression.



To provide balance in commentary by attempting to have equal numbers of female and male
members in the association.



To continually improve the quality of the
practice of photographic judging by conducting
seminars, training camps, group discussions,
attending exhibitions, providing reference
material, offering mentoring schemes,
conducting and recommending personal
development in the discipline and gain
feedback about judging activities.

A meeting will be convened in mid-November with the
aim of providing a further information session, launch
the APJA and accept membership of current judges
into the association. Invitations to attend the meeting
will be issued shortly and any enquiries can be emailed
to
Paul Robinson (email - pr.artpics@gmail.com)
or
Ron Speed (email - ronspeed@optusnet.com.au)

Attendees at one of the VAPS Judging Courses (See page 6) held
recently at Melbourne Camera Club practicing new skills.
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Ideas Forum

Before

Image Editing
Image editing has been discussed in camera clubs
for some time with many criticising it as not
“true photography”.
When I hear this I remind people that image editing
was done in the dark room in the days of film and is
still done by many professional photographers today.
Ansel Adams sometimes spent weeks on his
images that are still talked about today.
Is image editing on a computer different? It may be
quicker but it certainly is not any different.
Of the many image editing programs Adobe’s
Photoshop is probably today the most widely
known.
The problem with Photoshop is that it was never
designed for photographers but for graphic artists.
It has a very steep learning curve and to get the most
out of it you need to spend a lot of time learning how
to use the program.
In fact it has an infinite learning curve as everywhere
you read you will find out new and different ways to
manipulate your images to get different effects.
Included in Photoshop is a program called Camera Raw
which has a lot of basic editing tools.
A few years ago Adobe decided to create a program for
photographers that not only combined the editing
attributes of Camera Raw but also included very
sophisticated library tools.
Together we have a package that will do most things
for serious photographers and the learning curve is
nowhere as steep as Photoshop’s.
This article is not about any particular aspect of
Lightroom but a summary of what I do in my image
editing process.
First I import my images into Lightroom into folders and
then rate them.
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After

Lightroom has a star rating system and also a
colour rating system.
I find that the star rating system of 0-5 suits my needs
very well. I used to give my images a rating of
3, 4 or 5 with 5 being the best but that left me
with nothing except the colours to give when
I had finished editing an image and considered
it acceptable for competitions. So I have changed
and only use 2, 3 or 4 now.
After rating my images I go through and rerate them
just in case I have made a mistake.
Now I start editing my 4’s, then my 3’s and rarely touch
my 2’s let alone any others.
With a 3 week trip I will have about 4000 images of
which I may consider about 60 to be either a 3 or a 4
star. Those 60 will be enough for me to edit until I go
on my next trip.
I need to be ruthless otherwise I will have too
many to work on and never get them all done.
Now to the editing process.
In Lightroom all of the editing processes are in
a window on the right hand side of the program
and generally I follow the steps from top to bottom
but with a couple of variations.
If you are shooting in RAW you can apply lens
corrections to correct for Barrel and/or Pin cushion
distortion and edge vignetting.
Whether you shoot RAW or JPEG you can also correct
for Chromatic aberration. I do that first to all of my
images. I also change the sharpening from 25%
(default) to 100% again for all of the images. I have
found that this is adequate most of the time.
Then I change the White Balance to Cloudy (6500)
again for all of my daylight images. You may ask why I
use cloudy? Well it suits my images most of the time.
Sometimes I may change it to Shade (7500) but rarely
will I go back to Daylight as I like some warmth in the
images. Daylight is often too cold.
Next I adjust Exposure, Contrast, Highlights, Shadows,
Whites and Blacks until I am happy with the overall
exposure and contrast but also trying to keep the curve

Before

After

in the histogram between 1 & 255.
Now I adjust Clarity (mid tone contrast), Saturation and
Vibrance. Be careful here as saturation and luminance
of individual colours can be done later.
I next do some vignetting, if necessary. There is a tool
called “split toning” where you can adjust hue and
saturation for highlights and shadows separately
but I rarely find the need for that.
Last but not least there are some tools at the very top
of the window namely the crop tool (including level
adjust), spot removal tool useful when you have dust
on your sensor, red eye removal tool, graduated filter,
radial vignette and the adjustment brush.
All of these tools have their uses and I use some
of them all of the time.
When I am happy I change the rating to a 5 stars and
move on to the next image. All of this editing takes me
between 3 and 5 minutes. Why only that long? I try and
get my images composed well in the camera and I trust
the exposure of the camera most of the time.
Sometimes I find things that I can do easier in
Photoshop or just cannot do in Lightroom and then I
will “export” my image into Photoshop, do the
necessary task and then come back into Lightroom.

An Adobe instructor told me recently that
Lightroom/Camera Raw is for image editing
and Photoshop is for image surgery.

I also use NIK software for Black and white conversions
and also for adjustments that target specific colours in
an area.
When I am ready to export my images for a competition
I use the export tool. I can also create a slideshow, a
book using Blurb, create a web gallery or just print an
image.
A lot of tools that are easy to use.
I have included some of my best before and after
images so that you can see that you can do a lot with
this “simple” image editing software package without
spending hours on each image. All of these images were
edited using Lightroom with the occasional
excursion into Photoshop.
Article by Dr Alfred Zommers, AFIAP, FAPS,SSVAPS
Recommended text book.
The Adobe Photoshop Lightroom 4
Book for Digital Photographers

Before

After
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Colour

Black and White

Black and White
Peter Brady of Camberwell Camera Club has offered
that club occasional “digital jottings”.
With his permission we reproduce some of his wisdom.
Black and white images go back to the very origins of photography.
While modern digital photography allows us to capture
a huge range of colours which we can manipulate in
post-production techniques we still maintain our
interest in monochrome photography.

There are a number of reasons for this some of
which are factual and others which come right
from the heart of the photographer.

In order to understand some of the mystique of B&W
let us put our self in the position of the judge who has
about 10 seconds to make a judgement:

Let us look at some of the techniques that the author
may use to enhance B&W images.
Two important decisions that must be considered before
you activate the shutter relate to composition and tonal
range.
Are you going to work in colour and convert the
image to B&W in post-production or are you going
to use the camera’s mono facility?
Decide the composition and consider the tonal range
within it. It is often informative to take some bracketed
exposures so that you can see if there are any blown
out areas. You should be able to eliminate these by
using exposure compensation. You would normally be
using a small aperture of about F/11 as this will give
you a wide DOF.
Remember that for B&W photography you must
think in terms of tones and textures while the
subject in front of you is in colour.



Does the image have impact?



Is the composition right?

Once you have recorded your B&W images they are
ready for post processing.



By removing the influence of colour has the
image taken on a new character where shapes,
lines, tones and textures are to be observed
and considered?

You will find that using the levels control is very useful.



Does the image have areas of black and other
areas of white?



Is there a wide range of greys?



Is there detail in the black areas or are the white
areas washed out?

Only experience will help improve your results.

The brightness / contrast control can be used to
improve your B&W images.
Studying the work of local artists will improve
your own results. However, nothing will benefit
your own work as much as regularly including
B&W images in your competition wor
Article by Peter Brady
Images Supplied by Vera Curnow
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Letters to the Editor
Letters to the Editor
From the next issue Newsbrief will publish letters of interest that have been sent to Karel Reus editor@vaps.org.au

Useful Links
Landscape and Street photography
John Martin produces an interesting and useful set of newsletters on the web.
You can find details on his web site at http://landscapeandstreet.com

The Photographer and The Law
The Arts Law Centre of Australia has produced an
interesting web page on the law relating particularly to the photography of people in public places.
This is an important matter. You can find the page by following the l ink below, and you can also download the information as a PDF document.
http://www.artslaw.com.au/info-sheets/info-sheet/street-photographers-rights/#headingh31
Another helpful document can be found and downloaded by following the link below.
http://www.ccp.org.au/news.php?id=159

Historical Jottings
The Geelong Camera Club is the oldest camera club in Victoria. It was formed on Thursday, 10 January, 1889.
The next oldest club is the Melbourne Camera Club which was formed in April, 1891. Western Suburbs Camera Club
was formed in c.1896 and went out of existence in about 1918. It was reformed in 1956, but has since become
defunct. So now the third oldest camera club in Victoria is the Wodonga-Albury Camera Club which was formed in
about 1930.
A number of camera clubs were formed in the early 1950s (for whatever reason), clubs such as Benalla,
Camberwell, Colac, Corio Bay, Doncaster, Essendon, Ivanhoe, Kerang, Ringwood, Maroondah, Rosanna,
Shepparton, Southern Suburbs and Warragul. Recently four new clubs have come into existence, viz. Bacchus
Marsh, Craigieburn, Point Cook and Whittlesea, so photography is alive and well in Victoria.
69 camera clubs are affiliated with VAPS, with a total of about 3200 members (an average of about 45 members
per club).
Article Brief by Alan Wilson

DAVID HARRADINE LIGHTROOM AND PHOTOSHOP COURSES 2014
David continues to offer a $100 discount for Affiliated club members
on all of his advertised courses through 2014.
Just enter the code VAPS when registering at the training website www.whack.com.au
David also offers private classes for a minimum 4 and maximum of 6 people at $195 per person

Private classes can be weekdays or weekends,
however please have your minimum of 4 people together before
contacting David to discuss dates.
Clubs can also benefit with a full day seminar at your club for $1200
Contact David to discuss your clubs needs and suitable dates

Advertisement
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VAPS AGM Wrap Up
Annual General Meeting was held at Melbourne
Camera Club Upstairs on 19th October 2014.
Retirement from VAPS management committee of long
serving members Fred Everett, Bev Pascoe and Sue Rocco. Give vote of thanks for service and farewell gifts.
Notice given of change of VAPS annual convention in
2015 from Phillip Island to Bendigo due to difficulty
and uncertainty of the Phillip Island convention venue.
Discussion and resolution that VAPS will include a for
sale section on the website for members. This will be a
free service to all members where they can place their
for sale ads for 4 weeks.
Discussion was held on the interclub catalogue due to
the spiralling cost of production. Numerous options
were put forward including the production of a catalogue
on CD and a downloadable version from the website,
which was the most favoured. Any cost savings would
be put back into the annual convention.
Resolution was that clubs give feedback to VAPS
committee of what they would like.

Discussion was held on the formation of the Australian
Photographic Judges Association and it’s aims and
direction. Gained 100% support from delegates.
Discussion on the cost of VAPS property insurance will
be reviewed by committee and quotes sought.
Motions
Any image or Audio Visual previously entered into a
VAPS Interclub competition cannot be re-entered into
any subsequent VAPS Interclub.
1.

2.

3.

That VAPS digital resolution be lifted to a
maximum of 1920 x 108 with a max file
size of 5MB.
That all Hard Copy and direct or personal
requests for electronic copies of VAPS Newsbrief
re apply in 2015.
That the cost of a Hard Copy subscription be
raised to $25 as convention registration 2015.

All motions accepted and passed unanimously.

2015 VAPS Committee
VAPS Committee Positions:
President

Web Administrator/Convention

Committee Member

Ron Speed
0433 364 844

Rebecca Nicolandos

Peter Calder

webadministrator@vaps.com.au

calderpeter@gmail.com

Committee Member/Judging

Convention/
Interclub sub committee
Peter Kewley
pwk@optusnet.com.au

ron@ronspeedphotography.com.au
Vice President/
Chair Judging Sub-committee
Alfred Zommers
alfred99@internode.on.net

Ian Rolfe
ssps@ssps-photographicclub.org.au
ianrolfe@bigpond.com
Newsbrief Editor

Vice President

Karel Reus

Richard Hallford

0404 882 419

r.hallford56@gmail.com

editor@vaps.org.au

Secretary/Convention

History & Archives

Lorraine Holden
(03) 9557 7951

Alan Wilson
alanmyki48@gmail.com

LH@northern-ortho.com.au
Treasurer/Accountant
Jeanette Colson
jeanette_grace@optushome.com.au
Badges & Awards
Margaret Zommers
margz@internode.on.net
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Committee Member
Betty Bibby
bettybibby@gmail.com
Committee Member
Vera Curnow
vera@cconsult.com.au

Assistant Web Admin
Vacant
Committee member
Vacant

Please contact Ron Speed to express
your interest in filling our vacant
positions shown in red above.

Coming Events
Ballarat National

A new UK computer software suite, titled ‘K-Salon’, will

Exhibition at The Art Gallery of Ballarat ‐
13 December 2014 to 18 January 2015.

be used to streamline all the back-office administration
for VIGEX 2015 and future Salons. K-Salon provides
user-friendly online entry, payment via PayPal and
computer-generated labels to identify and track all

Yea Photo Competition.

entries. K-Salon is already used at Bristol, Oxford and

Open to the public
1 ‐ 3 November 10:00-4:00 and
4 November 10:00 to 3:00
Beaufort Manor, 111 High Street, Yea 3717

Solway Salons in the UK and has been endorsed by PSA
for salons in the USA.
I extend a warm welcome to all readers to participate in
and enjoy VIGEX 2015, whether as an entrant or a visitor to the Salon Exhibition. Brien Cohn, President,
VIGEX 2015

VIGEX International Print Photography Salon 2015
Enter online at:
www.vigex.org.au
Entries close 4th
February 2015
The VIGEX
International Print
Photography Salon 2015

1000Words Competition
Open to all residents of
Australia, this unique
opportunity to become
involved in the 1000 words
collaborative competition
and exhibition has arrived.

is underway.

The vision for this project is to produce a collaborative
exhibition of short stories and photographs.

The period for entries

Writers are challenged to produce stories of significance
and interest in exactly 1,000 words. Photographers are
challenged to visually depict the emotional core or
theme of a selected story in a single image.

commenced on 1 September and will continue until 4 February 2015, with
judging on the
weekend of 14-15 February and the Exhibition of top
prints to be held at Geelong Gallery from
28 March to 3 May.
VIGEX, which is Victoria’s only International Salon of
Photography, has been running successfully since its
inception in 1980. It is normally held every two years
and is open to both professional and amateur
photographers. The Salon operates under the patronage

The final exhibition will bring together, for the first
time, the written stories and the resultant photographic
images that inspired them. Can a photograph depict
1000 words?
In addition, the writers and photographers will only be
revealed to one another on opening night.
So the exhibition will be a meeting of two separate
works and two separate artists, joining as one, for the
first time on opening night.

of the Australian Photographic Society Inc. and the
“Fédération Internationale de l'Art Photographique” (the
International Federation of Photographic Art, FIAP) and
the Photographic Society of America.
It also receives the support of the Victorian Association
of Photographic Societies (VAPS).
VIGEX 2015 is for printed images only and has 6
sections: Monochrome, Colour, Nature, Creative,
Photojournalism and Portrait/People. APS and FIAP
recognise all sections and PSA the first four. Entry fees
range from $22 for one section to $57 for all six
sections. Full details of entry information, rules and
conditions, judges, awards and prizes and the Salon
calendar are available on the web-site:

Visit the facebook page at
www.facebook.com/groups/1000wordsAus/
Or the blog at
http://1000wordscompetition.weebly.com/
Total Prize money of $2500, non acquisitive so all
creators retain copyright of their own works, and final
works printed for the exhibition will be funded by the
organisers. Terms and conditions available on the
website. Entries now open.
VAPS Trading Posts
Soon to be included into VAPS Newsbrief /website are
advertisements from members of camera equipment for
sale or donation. Please email VAPS web administrator
Rebecca Nicolandos on webadministrator@vaps.com.au

www.vigex.org.au.
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Sponsor

Victorian Associations of Photographic Societies Inc
Proudly welcomes a new sponsor - Imagebank Australia
At this years interclub competition Imagebank Australia will be awarding
vouchers for an 11” x 14” acrylic print
(valued at $105 each) to 20 photographers
selected from the AIPC Victorian print finalists.
Selection and awards will be made by the AIPC selection committee
and announced at the annual dinner.
Further to the above Imagebank Australia will be offering monthly prizes of
acrylic prints to a competition that will be set up via our Facebook page.
As soon as details are finalised they will be distributed to all clubs
and announced via the website and Facebook.
On behalf of the VAPS community we would like to thank the management
and staff of Imagebank Australia for their kind and
generous sponsorship and we look forward to a long association.
We ask all our members to support Imagebank Australia
by visiting their website at
www.imagebankaustralia.com.au

Sponsor of VAPS Australian
Photographic
Society

Sponsor of VAPS Crumpler
www.crumpler.com/au

http://www.a-p-s.org.au/

Sponsor
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Sponsor

Victorian Association of Photographic Societies Inc

General Enquiries:
P.O. Box 2010, South Melbourne, Victoria, 3205

www.vaps.com.au
Lorraine Holden secretary@vaps.com.au

VAPS Objectives








To advance the art of photography
To further the interests of affiliated bodies
To draw up regulations governing exhibitions and inter-club competitions
To arrange exchange of guest lecturers and demonstrations on any subject relating to photography
To arrange exchange of prints between clubs
To arrange periodical Conventions of the members of the affiliated bodies and guests
To arrange the publication of an official journal or news sheet

A Brief History:
Camera clubs have existed in Melbourne since the 1890’s, and an umbrella organisation called the
Victorian Photographic Affiliation was formed in 1908. This guided amateur photography in Victoria for forty
years. The Victorian Association of Photographic Societies was formed on 27 September 1952 and comprised 12
clubs. This has grown to more than 60 clubs in 2014. VAPS is a non-profit association that is entirely selffunded. The Association is run by an elected Committee of Management which is responsible for the operations
of the Association, and for ensuring the Association fulfils the objectives.

Newsbrief publication deadline

25th of the month
Commercial advertisements cost $50
Newsbrief Editor Karel Reus, editor@vaps.org.au
Legal
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